
TOOLS AND EQUIPMENT
SILKY SAWS

JAPANESE TECHNOLOGY

The blades are manufactured from SK-4 carbon 

steel and cut out by laser. The teeth are formed 

inside the width of the blade (no set). The design 

and manufacture produces a saw where the cut is 

easier, cleaner and faster. 

All Silky Saws are fitted with rubber GOM handles 

which reduces vibration and the danger of slipping 

in wet conditions.

SILKY F180 SAW     180mm (Folding saw red handle)  code  SILK180

Rubber insert processed, lightweight plastic handle comes in red,

blade snaps back into two cutting positions.

Large Teeth.

SILKY F180 SAW     180mm (Folding saw yellow handle)         code  SILK183

Rubber insert processed, lightweight plastic handle comes in yellow,

blade snaps back into two cutting positions.

Fine Teeth.

SILKY GOMTARO SAW     300mm                                          code  SILK300

Pruning saw, comfortable rubber handle envelopes its sturdy construction.

Straight blade saw for all seasons.

Supplied with sheath and belt attachment.

SILKY ZUBAT SAW     330mm/13”                                         code  SILK3

Zubat is a curved saw blade mono construction with a rubber overlayed handle.

Supplied with sheath and belt attachment.

01 843 7808112.



TOOLS AND EQUIPMENT
SILKY SAWS

SILKY HAYAUCHI TELESCOPIC POLE SAW   (Extends to 6.3m)      code  SILK630

Spare blade     390mm         code  SILK177

Professional heavy duty pole saw. 

Chrome plated blades resist corrosion and sap. SK-4 carbon steel for long life.

SILKY HAYAUCHI TELESCOPIC POLE SAW   (Extends to 4.9m)   code  SILK490

Spare blade     390mm         code  SILK177

Professional heavy duty pole saw, suitable for pruning.

SILKY ZUBAT TELESCOPIC SAW    (Extends to 3.3m)                 code  SILK330

Spare blade     330mm         code  SILK331

Zubat from Silky is a lightweight professional grade extension pole saw.

Aluminum in construction, the Zubat pole saw has the same curved blade as the Zubat hand saw.   

POLE PRUNER HEAD        code SILK350

Sintung is a ratchet-operated lopper head accessory suitable for the 

Silky Hayauchi pole saw series. The high carbon steel cutting blade offers 

precise, easy pruning of branches up to 2-inch diameter. 

Comes with 17.6ft of pull cord with a wooden handle.

SILKY POCKET BOY SAW     (Folding saw 130mm blade)   code  SILK130

Thick slick saw features rust-resistant, hard chrome plated 

taper ground blade with impulse hardened teeth, designed for 

greater cutting efficiency. Compact and efficient. Supplied with sheath and belt attachment.
Suited to pruning work in nurseries, orchards and gardens.

SILKY POCKET BOY SAW     (Folding saw 170mm blade)           code  SILK170

Thick slick saw features rust-resistant, hard chrome plated taper 

ground blade with impulse hardened teeth, designed for 

greater cutting efficiency. Compact and efficient. Supplied with sheath and belt attachment. 
Suited to pruning work in nurseries, orchards and gardens.

113.01 843 7808



TOOLS AND EQUIPMENT
FELCO SECATEURS

FELCO 2 SECATEURS                                                             code  FELC02

Classic bypass model with a wire cutting notch, sap groove, riveted

anvil-blade, forged aluminium alloy handles.

FELCO 4 SECATEURS                                                          code  FELC04

Standard model. Forged aluminium alloy handles, blade with wire

cutting notch, centre bolt for blade alignment.

FELCO 5 SECATEURS                                                 code  FELC05

Basic model.  Pressed steel handles, tapered blade, centre bolt

and nut for aligning the blade.

    

FELCO 6 SECATEURS                                                           code  FELC06

Light compact model. blade with a wire cutting notch, sap groove, 

screwed anvil-blade, forged aluminium handles.

FELCO 7 SECATEURS                                                     code  FELC07

Top of the range model. Recommended for heavy and prolonged pruning. 

Blade with a wire cutting notch, sap groove, screwed anvil-blade, forged

rotating aluminium handles.

FELCO 8 SECATEURS                                                         code FELC08

Blade with a wire cutting notch, sap groove, screwed anvil-blade, forged

aluminium rotating handles.

01 843 7808114.



TOOLS AND EQUIPMENT
FELCO SECATEURS

FELCO 9 SECATEURS                                                           code  FELC09

For left-handers. Identical to Felco 8.

FELCO 10 SECATEURS                                                           code  FELC10

For left-handers. Identical to Felco 7.

FELCO 12 SECATEURS                                                           code  FELC12

Compact model, easy to use with revolving handle. Blade with a wire

cutting notch, sap groove, screwed anvil-blade, forged aluminium handles.

 

FELCO 13 SECATEURS                                                           code  FELC13

Normally held as single handed pruning shears, the extended length of the

left handle also allows for two-handed use when cutting thick branches.  

 

FELCO 30 SECATEURS                                                           code  FELC30

Bevelled blade for easy penetration of wood, wide opening cutting head. 

Brass anvil forged aluminium alloy handles.

FELCO 310 PRUNING SHEARS                                           code  FELC310

For cutting flowers and fruit.
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TOOLS AND EQUIPMENT
FELCO LOPPERS

NOTE: 
WE CAN SUPPLY SPARE BLADES & SPRINGS 

FOR MOST OF OUR SAWS AND SECATEURS RANGE

FELCO 22 LOPPERS               84cm               code  LOPP01

Strong and sturdy: a heavy-duty bypass-cut lopper with a very

wide-opening cutting head to allow simple handling and easy

cutting of larger branches. Solid cast aluminum-alloy handles,

easily adjustable blades for a perfect cut every time.

      

FELCO 40CM ALUMINIUM LOPPERS   40cm       code  LOPP18

Professional quality for tight places. 

Durable aluminium tube handles.

Straight cutting head for more accurate cuts.

Extremely sharp, adjustable cutting blade. 

FELCO 50CM ALUMINIUM LOPPERS                             50cm         code  LOPP19

Professional quality with maximum cutting power.  

Durable aluminium tube handles

Straight cutting head for more accurate cuts

Extremely sharp, adjustable cutting blade.

FELCO 60CM ALUMINIUM LOPPERS                              60cm             code  LOPP20 

Professional quality with a balance of cutting power and maneuverability. 

Durable aluminium tube handles.

Straight cutting head for more accurate cuts.

Extremely sharp, adjustable cutting blade.

HOLSTER LEATHER FLAT 910                                                      code  HOLS

Holster for Felco Secateurs. 

Made of real leather, with keeper and clip for attaching to belt.

HOLSTER LEATHER CONICAL 912                                                     code  HOLS01

Heavy duty leather holster for Felco Secateurs. 

01 843 7808116.



TOOLS AND EQUIPMENT
BULLDOG RANGE

www.nad.ie01 843 7808 1

DUTCH HOE ASH HANDLE                             code  BULL20

A Dutch hoe has a slightly angled blade with a front cutting edge.

Perfect for hoeing between seedlings, established plants and shrubs.

DRAW HOE ASH HANDLE                                        code  BULL21

The broad blade is set at right angles and is excellent when

used with a chopping motion.

SOLID FORGED EDGING KNIFE                                             code  BULL53   

Tool for keeping the edges of lawns and beds neat and tidy. 

Traditional Ash ‘T’ handle. 

Solid forged for extra strength.

STAINLESS STEEL BORDER FORK                               code  BULL50

Ideal partner to the stainless steel border spade.

Polished stainless steel head.

Soft grip forward tilted 28in D-handle.

STAINLESS STEEL DIGGING FORK                  code  BULL49 

Ideal partner to the stainless steel digging spade.

Polished stainless steel head.

Soft grip forward tilted 28in D-handle. 

HAND TOOLS

HAND FORK                                                         code  BULL10  
HAND TROWEL                                                                 code  BULL08
TRANSPLANT TROWEL                                                     code  BULL09  
HAND CULTIVATOR                                                       code  BULL54  

Ideal for weeding, planting and transplanting.
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TOOLS AND EQUIPMENT
BULLDOG RANGE

STAINLESS STEEL BORDER SPADE     code  BULL48

Stainless steel is popular with gardeners because it’s easy to clean. 

The blade on this border spade is an ideal width for working in 

confined spaces in the garden. The blade is treaded to improve grip. 

STAINLESS STEEL DIGGING SPADE                 code  BULL47  

Stainless steel is popular with gardeners because it’s easy to clean. 

The blade on this digging spade is treaded to improve grip.

3 PRONG LONG HANDLE CULTIVATOR    code  BULL41  

Ideal for working in compacted ground where the space is tight.

Removes weeds between seedlings and vegetables.

Long handle is ideal for reaching the back of borders

and raised beds.

SPRINGBOK LAWN RAKE                  code  BULL11 

The most popular lawn rake used for scarifying lawns.

20 Tines 

GARDEN RAKE                                       code  BULL12

General Garden Rake. 48” Ash Handle 12 Tines.

PLASTIC LEAF RAKE                                                  code  BULL31

The wide plastic tines make it ideal for gathering leaves from uneven surfaces.

01 843 7808118.



TOOLS AND EQUIPMENT
BULLDOG RANGE

BORDER SHEARS SOFT GRIP HANDLE                  code  BULL27

Long handled edging shears.

WAVY METAL BLADE SHEARS                                         code  BULL18

Wavy blades with tension adjuster and soft grip handles.

STRAIGHT BLADE HEDGE SHEARS              code  BULL22            

Straight blades with tension adjuster and soft grip handles.

COMPOUND BYPASS LOPPERS                                          code  BULL23

Compound Bypass Lopping Shears with extendable soft grip handles.

38mm cutting capacity.

BYPASS RACHET LOPPERS                                    code  BULL24

Bypass Rachet Lopping Shears, extendable soft grip handles allow the user

to reach higher.

100mm butting capacity.

BULLDOG TOPIARY SHEARS                    code  BULL44 

Topiary shears with a stainless steel blade. 

The sprung action of these shears makes repetitive topiary trimming easy.

Sprung handles. Wooden grip.

119.01 843 7808



TOOLS AND EQUIPMENT
ASSORTED TOOLS

BARROW-TK100 WHEELBARROW           100L  code  BARR

Green Wheelbarrow with pneumatic tyres and polyethylene body.                                                                                          

BARROW-SITE BLAZER YELLOW               100L  code  BARR06

Heavy Duty Wheelbarrow. Indestructable HDPE tray. 

Galvanised reinforced frame. 4 ply wheel.

TWIN WHEELBARROW                        200L  code  BARR13

Heavy duty twin Wheelbarrow with one-piece frame. 

DARBY TRUE TEMPER FORK LONG HANDLED              code  FORK

Heavy Duty Fork with long handle.

Commonly used for soil preparation and planting shrubs.

DARBY TRUE TEMPER FORK MANURE                            code  FORK10

Solid forged head with 4 prong construction

Extra strong 48”wood handle

Lightweight for easy use

DARBY TRUE TEMPER IRISH SHOVEL                              code  SHOV05

Carbon steel pointed head.

Extra strong ash handle.

Lightweight for easy use.

01 843 7808120.



TOOLS AND EQUIPMENT
ASSORTED TOOLS

RAKE CHELWOOD LANDSCAPE CR18L  (without backedge)      code  RAKE09

RAKE CHELWOOD LANDSCAPE CR18E  (with backedge)            code  RAKE10

Heavy duty professional landscaper rake.

RAKE CHELWOOD LEAF                    16 teeth   code  RAKE08

                      32 teeth   code  RAKE12

                     48 teeth   code  RAKE21

SPARE HANDLE       code  RAKE13  

Yellow plastic rake, also suitable for bunker use.

3 PRONG HAY FORK                 code  HAYF01

A light weight three prong hay fork designed for all general use

around the farm and garden.

SPEAR & JACKSON LITTER PICKER                     code  LITT02

Light weight gripping tool ideal for litter collection. 

WEED WIPER - SINGLE HEAD                             code  WEED02

Used to control grass, thistles and many other weeds in

difficult to access areas.

DARBY TRUE TEMPER IRISH SPADE                      code  TRUE05

Quality ash handle renowned for strength and flexibility.
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ASSORTED TOOLS

YARD BRUSH                                                    code  BRUS01 

14” red PVC head.

SWEEPING BRUSH WIDE                                        code  BRUS02 

24” head with wooden handle. 

BRUSH CORN BROOM                                                 code  BRUS04 

Corn broom complete with handle.

TRUE TEMPER POLY GRAIN SHOVEL D-HANDLE   code  TRUE04

Poly scoop with large, deep blade. 

A versatile, general purpose year round tool. 

It is primarily used to lift and transfer a variety of materials,

including stone, soil and grain, but also great for snow removal. 

OKATSUNA PICKING SHEARS     code  SECA03 

Professional harvesting, thinning and picking shears.

Lightweight, with a precision blade made of special grade steel. 

Ideal for picking and harvesting fruits, vegetables and cutting flowers.

‘SNIP-IT’ MINI SECATEURS                                              code  SECA09 

Pocket size secateurs to deadhead plants.

01 843 7808122.



TOOLS AND EQUIPMENT
ASSORTED TOOLS AND SALT

HAWS WATERING CAN    1.5 Gallon code  WATE01 

Lightweight and balanced, this plastic watering

can has 2 sturdy handles and a tall neck

that prevents spilling when the can is tipped.

It comes with a versatile oval brass rose.

EBERT WATERING CAN     14L        code  WATE05 

Great value, lightweight, practical and plastic watering can.

It uses less water and targets where water is needed most. 

It comes complete with watering rose.

D-HANDLE ALUMINIUM WORKMAN SHOVEL    code  SHOV06 

48” Ash D-handle aluminium shovel

Grain/Snow 

LONG HANDLE ALUMINIUM WORKMAN SHOVEL    code  SHOV08 

48” Ash long handle aluminium shovel

Grain/Snow

SALT SNOW CLEAR     8kg  code  SALT10

      25kg  code  SALT05

High quality white granular salt for de-icing. 

The Viano Spreader is recommended to use for spreading salt, 

please see page 15, code  SPRE09                                                                                  

                                                                                                                    

SALT “HYDRO”     25kg              code  SALT                                                                               

Used for water softening and also for de-icing of pathways. 
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